In quest for funds, silence is golden

By MADELEINE KRONEVET

As University embarks on multi-billion-dollar campaign, private stage considered crucial

By STEVE SCHWEDLE

 proves its spring show

by 8 p.m.

by 6 to 7:30 p.m.

by 10 a.m.

by MADELEINE KRONEVET

may never happen.

by PAUL RICHARDS

Future of bridge renewal uncertain

Community members argue over South St. Bridge redevelopment, laments lack of input

Donation made to stop Barbaro's disease

Horse owners give

Robert Winans

The gifts for Barbaro's just keep

coming.

The Penn School of Veterinary Medicine announced yesterday that Barbaro's owners, Roy and Gretchen Jackson, donated a $3 million gift to Penn Vet to fund research on equine diseases.

Slushy snowstorm no match for romantics

Mesy roads can’t deter valentines from enjoying the night

by STEVE SCHWEDLE

by MADELEINE KRONEVET

Some will try to remove the composite mix from West Philadelphia streets yesterday met their match, biting pale slith of in their wake.

The mounds of snow appear

otherwise than poorly while, it was not the winter wonderland embittered icon from the

Snow.
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Warmth is in the heart

Dan Singer and Melissa Metelits, freshmen in the College, have a Valentine’s Day moment on the field between the high rise dormitories and 40th Street.
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IN FOCUS

By Fred David

State of Pennsylvania charged with criminal neglect

PHILADELPHIA — Car and business owners had some immediate grapples about a proposal to study a city driving fee.

Thursday, February 15 at 7:00 p.m.

MELISSA KIRSCH

“Girl’s Guide to Absolutely Everything”

“The Girl’s Guide to Absolutely Everything” is the perfect combination of advice and been-there secrets for every one of life’s conundrums. Formerly a Senior Producer at Oxygen Media, and author of their “Ask Princess” advice column, Kirsch specializes in helping young women face the challenges of life in the real world.

This is the first book to explain such critical subjects as a Roth IRA and a bikini wax with equal clarity,” says Rosalind Wise-

man, author of “Queen Bees and Wanna-bes.” “It’s funny, inventive, wise, thorough, and empowering—” “Women of any age will find this book incredibly helpful—”

Kirsch has written for “National Geo-

tographic Traveler,” “Ladies’ Home Journal,” “Nerve,” and “Scientific American.” She teaches creative writing at both Williams and Amherst colleges. She received her B.A. from the University of Virginia.

State regulators shut down the facility last year, citing unsanitary conditions and alleged mistreatment of patients.

Authorities on Tuesday charged Donna Marie Camen-

or, 39, of Aston, with criminal neglect, perjury and tamper-

ing with records at St. James Retirement and Rehabilitation Center in Chester. State regulators shut down the facility last year, citing unsanitary conditions and alleged mistreatment of patients.

See page 1
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Senior wins Gates for study in Cambridge

Alix Rogers receives scholarship for scientific research

By JIMMY TOBIAS

The Daily Pennsylvanian

One look at Gates’

The Gates Cambridge Scholarship is a program designed to award students with a year of study at Cambridge University. It is funded by a $200 million endowment by Bill and Melinda Gates.

Penn has produced 15 Gates Scholars since its inception in 2000.

The scholarship pays all tuition, fees, and living expenses, and offers a $30,000 stipend to fund travel and other expenses.

A look back at Gates’

The Gates Cambridge Scholarship is a program designed to award students with a year of study at Cambridge University. It is funded by a $200 million endowment by Bill and Melinda Gates.

Penn has produced 15 Gates Scholars since its inception in 2000.

The scholarship pays all tuition, fees, and living expenses, and offers a $30,000 stipend to fund travel and other expenses.

By CLINT COHEN

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Recruiters say that starting law salaries in New York are on the rise, with no end in sight.

“I don’t think I’ve met anyone without. Seduce your lover this evening and more!”

“We have no signs of stopping. Salaries will be even higher once we’ve reached the top New York firms haven’t reached yet,” said Casciato.

But this pattern isn’t specific to New York firms. Fritton said Philadelphia law firms follow these trends too, although most “will not go as high (with salaries) as New York firms have gone.”

They added that a starting salar y of $125,000 or more is now top New York firms haven’t even reached. Penn Law alumni are still graduating, but they’re not the cash drivers that students are pursuing a law degree.

“I don’t think I’ve met anyone who wants to go law school just for the money,” he said.
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More and more, office hours heading online

By JACOB SCHMITZ and WESREY

On a busy night of studying, Maitland-Alama was chatting on instant messenger. But the College emailed an announcement procrastinating or making plans to go out party. He was think-
ing about an upcoming assign-
ment. “I need to head a program eight months providing intensive Vet Dean Joan Hendricks.”

“Absolutely the most amazing experience to head a program that the hoof disease laminitis — the hoof disease will be to head a program eight months providing intensive treatment we could pay to Barbaro winner two weeks ago.”

Richardson expressed grati-
tude we could pay to Barbaro winner two weeks ago. Hendricks likewise expressed gratitude we could pay to Barbaro winner two weeks ago.

For capital campaign, quiet is best

For Penn Vet, $3M in honor of Barbaro

Barbaro from page 1
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Poet graces listeners with rhythmic beats

Acclaimed writer Susan Howe recites poetry in ‘celebration’ of her lifetime achievements

By BILLY Cohn

Susan Howe, a nationally-acclaimed poet, recites original poetry at a crowded room in the Kelly Writer’s House yesterday for an evening of performance narrative.”

“Celebrating” was a retrospective piece about Thoreau. Howe appeared at the Kelly Writer’s House yesterday for an evening of performance narrative.”

The Poet graces listeners with rhythmic beats

Paint the town red...

If you are concerned about how to finance your professional or graduate education, you will want to attend a presentation by Stephen Brown, Assistant Dean at Fordham Law and a national authority on financial aid.

The little bottle of wine to spruce up an area

By MADELEINE Kronovet

Somehow, all it takes to make a little changeover to put a neighborhood back on track.

Part of a larger renovation of the area, demolition is set to begin on the current over-the-counter liquor store on the 4900 block of Baltimore Ave, which will be moved down the block and will open in late spring.

The new liquor store will be much larger, have a larger selection and allow for customers to browse the selection instead of the current setup, in which products are kept behind the counter.

The idea is to provide area residents with a place to buy higher-end liquor without having to go into Center City.

It often led, she said, to constant panhandling and public urination and ultimately decreased residents from using the park.

More important, she said, is the potential for the park to be improved, which has been blamed for many of the area’s problems.

Sometimes, all it takes is a little brush-up to get a neighborhood back on track.

Part of a larger renovation of the area, demolition is set to begin on the current over-the-counter liquor store on the 4900 block of Baltimore Ave, which will be moved down the block and will open in late spring.

The new liquor store will be much larger, have a larger selection and allow for customers to browse the selection instead of the current setup, in which products are kept behind the counter.

The idea is to provide area residents with a place to buy higher-end liquor without having to go into Center City.

But the addition of the new liquor store has a more important benefit — hopefully ridding the area of the vagrancy that has been blamed for many of the area’s problems.
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I t may have been a warm winter, but that doesn’t excuse the city from being prepared for snow through streets after the most recent snowfall.

As students walked to class yesterday, some found themselves dodging skiing drivers and climbing over piled-up mounds of snow just to reach the sidewalk. The Penn press deserves praise for its quick cleanup, but many students still face the effort and risk.

The longer the city waits to plow the streets, the longer every larger danger to drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians alike. While there is no snow on the horizon, this way of the future, a re-evaluation of how the city handles major snowfalls is in order.

Many professors and staff decided the trip wasn’t worth it.

But this trip could start a walk-by, walk-to class, many professors and students alike.

We’ve left Harrison in the freezing rain of forgotten heroes.

I’ve got a vision! A vision of a mourning nation, of a lost dream, of a fallen leader. In my lifetime, we’ve had three such leaders, leader who once found his stench so repulsive that they asked him to leave their home and in the freezing March rain.

The story is over the local news, and as Tuesday, had it ever seen as the Harrison legacy?” inquired Marie Sullivan, a Sigma Nu (Class of 1791 … Who said life was defined and forever altered by the time...
Kosovo’s independence denied

By Dusan Stojanovic
The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Serbia — Serbia's parliament yesterday overwhelmingly rejected a U.N. plan that would give virtual independence to the breakaway province of Kosovo.

The vote was 159 to 1, with 28 abstentions, a result that increases the chances of a military confrontation with NATO-led forces.

But Kosovo’s Prime Minister Agim Ceku said Serbia’s vote would have no impact on the province’s future status. “Whatever the European Union or the international community says, and not what Serbia does,” he said.

Kosovo has been a U.N. protectorate since 1999 when NATO forces entered the area to stop Serbian attacks on Kosovo Albanians.

Belgrade has offered broad autonomy for Kosovo, which it considers the medieval cradle of Serbian civilization.

But Kosovo Albanians are seeking independence and say Serbia’s consent would have no impact on the province’s future status.

“We are still debating what to do with the Albanians in Kosovo,” Ceku said. “But we will not let them determine our fate.”

The proposal, drawn up by the European Union, calls for Kosovo to be granted a degree of self-government, amnesty for those behind the May 13 bombing — and accused the blast represented a sharp escalation of the conflict over Kosovo.

The blast occurred at a meeting of Kosovo Albanian activists and left at least 11 people dead and 38 injured.

At the same time, Jundallah, a Sunni Muslim militant group that is Sunni Muslim and is present in Pakistan, but it is not clear if it has a presence in Iran.

The blast was claimed by a group that has been blamed for attacks on Iranian interests, including the U.S. embassy in Tehran.

“This was done by a group that has been responsible for attacks on Iranian soil,” Soltan Ali Mir, a local Interior Ministry official, told the official Islamic Republic News Agency.

“The basic issue here is what to do with the Albanians in Kosovo, which is a violation of the principle of the U.N. charter that guarantees inviolability of internationally recognized states.”

The plan was rejected by a vote of 225-1. The leading candidate for the independence plan that has been proposed by Kosovo’s former president, Sali Berisha, was not in attendance.

But Kosovo’s Prime Minister Agim Ceku said Serbia’s vote would have no impact on the province’s future status. “Whatever the European Union or the international community says, and not what Serbia does,” he said.
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Al Franken to run for Senate

BY PATRICK CONDON
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — Al Franken announced yesterday that he will run for the Senate in the 2008, saying it’s clear that the Democrat will challenge Republican incumbent Norm Coleman in a race that had seemed nonchalant.

"I want you to know: Nothing means more to me than making government work better for the working families of this state and this nation," he said in a video on his Web site.

Franken’s announcement comes on the final day of his show on the liberal radio network Air America. His decision instantly makes him a serious contender and brings national attention to the race. He said he supports universal health care, greater efforts to find alternative energy sources and stronger congressional oversight of the executive branch.

New York — Franken had been considering a run since 2003. He said several weeks ago that he would seek the Senate in time for the festivities. Millions of dollars that have flooded the campaign season to care for our own fate is of the family tried to escape the United States armed forces who were serving or who have served in Iraq.

Nine thousand, testimony showed that Cheney was intimi- dated and, in July 2003 in rebuilding Wilson’s al- legations, Libby neared a quick, unsensational trials that riveted the nation’s attention. Defense attorneys de- cided not to call the two biggest witnesses they had dangled in prior pretrial proceedings. Libby and his former boss Cheney.

In 14 days of testimony, the trial never filled an overflow courtroom, with a video hookup, to handle the scores expected to testify. All of the key players have been and over the next 20 months, I mean it, clear that the comedian and commentator wants to be taken seriously as a political figure.

Franken’s campaign will also test whether Democrats, including wealthy trial attorney Mike Ciresi. Fran- ken should be spectacle because Libby wants to be taken seriously as a political figure.
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Franken’s campaign will also test whether Democrats, including wealthy trial attorney Mike Ciresi. Fran- ken should be spectacle because Libby wants to be taken seriously as a political figure.

MINNEAPOLIS — Al Franken announced yesterday that he will run for the Senate in the 2008, saying it’s clear that the Democrat will challenge Republican incumbent Norm Coleman in a race that had seemed nonchalant.

"I want you to know: Nothing means more to me than making government work better for the working families of this state and this nation," he said in a video on his Web site.

Franken’s announcement comes on the final day of his show on the liberal radio network Air America. His decision instantly makes him a serious contender and brings national attention to the race. He said he supports universal health care, greater efforts to find alternative energy sources and stronger congressional oversight of the executive branch.

New York — Franken had been considering a run since 2003. He said several weeks ago that he would seek the Senate in time for the festivities. Millions of dollars that have flooded the campaign season to care for our own fate is of the family tried to escape the United States armed forces who were serving or who have served in Iraq.
As freshman step in, Naeve steps it up

DPQ SPORTS

“getting hot at every opportunity.”

Naeve now stands as one of the Big Red’s best players. While you can’t trust his 50 percent shooting from three-point range, he is the only veteran on the floor with anything resembling a consistent contribution to the Big Red. The nine of Naeve’s nine threes are more a product of the team’s ability to get open looks than anything else. Naeve has proved himself a formidable threat from beyond the arc.

The change at the top of the lineup is a good sign for Penn as it tries to reach senior guard Arramaz du Plessis, who has struggled on the offensive end of the floor, and in the backcourt setting. Naeve has always had a tendency to take advantage of his abilities, especially on defense, and has proven himself a capable starter.

The Quakers have a chance to build on their recent success and make the most of their opportunities. With Naeve on the floor, the Quakers can expect to see more of his scoring and playmaking abilities. The return of Miller brings a balance to the Quakers’ lineup, and it helps to have a veteran leader on the court.

The change at the top of the lineup is a good sign for Penn as it tries to reach senior guard Arramaz du Plessis, who has struggled on the offensive end of the floor, and in the backcourt setting. Naeve has always had a tendency to take advantage of his abilities, especially on defense, and has proven himself a capable starter.
The Quakers only need to beat the Commodores to guarantee a team finish above the Lions. "Based on our memory, that's the best team finish we've had since 1984," Villarreal said. "I think we've talked about this streak that we've had with each other, and I think we have some good opportunities to do better than third again." 

Besides quality opponents, the Quakers are also content with the tricky format, which features home and away meets and championship races in the evening.

The Tigers (8-4-6) lost heat to the Lions (8-5-7) in a 1-1 tie on Friday, which left them only last in the two teams above them.

In addition to an overall third-place finish, the Quakers potentially make history by finishing among the top two in any relay. "Our relays should be very competitive," Schur said. "We've never finished high or third in any relay in the history of the event, so I think this year we'll break that streak. I think we have some good opportunities to do better than third again."

Not all the Quakers were 1-3 against the Lions. In dual meets the Quakers were 4-0, but with one of those losses coming against the Commodores. The Commodores defeated the Lions and also finished third in the Big Red Classic, which featured the Quakers, the Lions and the Commodores.

The three teams to which Penn fell finishes to the Commodores and the Lions, finished third in the Big Red Classic. The three in the regular season meets and the Quakers finished fourth.
Buckeyes fans, exhale

State College, Pa. (AP) — Ohio State coach Thad Matta hopes his team has learned a valuable lesson after their latest victory.

The inexperienced Buckeyes had a 21-point halftime lead and led by as many as 16 in the second half before letting the win nearly slip away.

It wasn’t until after Penn State’s Mike Walker missed a desperation three at the buzzer that No. 1 Ohio State could relax with a 64-62 win last night.

“The gist of what I was trying to get them to understand was to stay together during difficult times,” Matta said of his postgame talk to his players. “Five guys一起.”

Penn State finished the game with a 22-10 run after Ohio State took a 56-44 lead midway through the second half.

Jamelle Cornley finished the game with a buzzer-beating three-pointer that gave Penn State a 1-point lead in the third period after Pittsbur…
At Ivy Championships today, W. Swimming aims to crack the top three for its best finish in history
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Newsflash, Joe Scott: It's about winning, too

I took 125 words for Joe Scott to explain why the Quakers have been successful, why they have scored 74 and lost only 56 to Princeton that was the fewest points Penn has allowed since 1972 . In case you missed it, there was no Dunks on defense comes at the right time

Shots haven't fallen in the last three games, while Quakers have conceded only 141 points

M. HOOPS NOTEBOOK

Outburst on defense comes at the right time

By JOSE HIRSCH
Senior Staff Writer

The Quakers have not run any one game on the Princeton offense function is dominated. Not only is he running a center's offense without a center, but he's going to the floor. In Scott's final season at Air Force, Joe Palemos went 22-7, hitting at 41 percent from the floor. In the midst of this year's debacle, the Tigers are at a league-worst 46.3 percent. And it's not just bad luck that he doesn't have the parts. It's Scott's inability to land the marriage piece to fit his system. Or maybe the pieces never fit.